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Abstract
Medical equipment maintenance is costly and the question has been raised whether the
amount of preventive maintenance (PM) today is effective from a cost perspective. The goal
was therefore to find the cost-optimal interval on which PM should be performed. By
analysing data on previous maintenance actions and failures of ECG devices in Region
Östergötland, a model describing the relation between preventive maintenance interval length
and number of failures was found. Together with average costs of maintenance actions, this
was used to calculate the total maintenance costs for different preventive maintenance
intervals. The optimal interval was found to be 450 days on a 10 year perspective, but
decreasing for longer perspectives. Even though the result is specific for ECG in Region
Östergötland, the methodology, with some adjustments and improvements, could be used for
other devices to decide the optimal maintenance interval and for example also to evaluate
when to invest in new devices.
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Sammanfattning
Underhåll av medicintekniska produkter kostar mycket och frågan är om mängden underhåll
idag är effektivt. Målet var därför att hitta det optimala intervallet för förebyggande underhåll
ur ett kostnadsperspektiv. Genom att analysera data över tidigare underhåll och
felanmälningar på EKG-apparater i Region Östergötland hittades sambandet mellan
intervallet av förebyggande underhåll och antalet fel på apparaten. Tillsammans med de
genomsnittliga kostnaderna för varje underhållsarbete användes detta för att beräkna de totala
underhållskostnaderna för olika intervall av förebyggande underhåll. Det optimala intervallet
visade sig vara 450 dagar ur ett 10-årsperspektiv, med minskande intervall för längre
tidsperspektiv. Även om resultatet är specifikt för EKG-apparater i Region Östergötland så
kan samma metod, med några ändringar och förbättringar, användas för andra typer av
apparater för att bestämma det förebyggande underhållets optimala intervall och även
exempelvis till att utvärdera när apparaten behöver ersättas.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The maintenance of medical equipment can be divided into preventive maintenance (PM), and
corrective maintenance (CM). PM is scheduled controls to maintain equipment function and
prevent failure. CM on the other hand is the maintenance performed after failure to restore the
equipment to usable condition. It has been concluded that PM can reduce the number of costly
and time consuming failures in medical equipment (Jezzini, Ayache et al. 2013). All types of
equipment do not need the same amount of PM though, since the need to prevent failures
differs. Medical devices with high risk or critical function need more PM to meet the safety
requirements in healthcare, since even a few failures would lead to serious consequences.
However, for non-critical devices or equipment which rarely fails, PM could be unnecessary
or even contra productive (Jamshidi, Rahimi et al. 2014) since failures are no problem for
these. Today there is often a lot of focus on how to perform PM on new equipment, but there
have been few analyses made on the effectiveness of the maintenance strategies already
implemented (Wang, Fedele et al. 2010). Therefore there is a need to use systematic
mathematical methods to decide maintenance strategies to optimize the maintenance of
medical equipment (Jamshidi, Rahimi et al. 2014).
One important aspect of maintenance of medical equipment is the high costs, since
maintenance today is very costly for health care. For a 500 beds hospital in the United States,
the costs of equipment maintenance is typically around 5 million USD/year (Jamshidi, Rahimi
et al. 2014) and in Norway it is estimated that the direct costs of maintenance for the country
is in the magnitude of 1 billion Norwegian kroner (around 120 million USD) each year (Vatn
2014). If it is compared to other industries, as military and production, where more developed
and optimized maintenance strategies have been implemented, there is a chance of reducing
these costs up to 25 % with more systematic analyses of the maintenance (Vatn 2014).

1.2 Goals and research questions
The overall goal of this thesis was to use old failure- and maintenance data from ECG devices
in Region Östergötland to find the optimal PM interval length from a cost perspective. This
was done in 3 steps with intermediate goals, set up as follows:
1. To use statistical analysis of historical data to find a model describing how the failure rate,
and thereby the number of failures of the ECG devices, depends on three different factors
(which are all affected by the length of the PM interval):
a. Time since last PM. Is the failure rate increasing with the time in between performed
PM:s?
b. The PM action. Is the failure rate decreasing, and how much, immediately after
performed PM?
c. Age. Is the failure rate increasing with the age of the equipment?
1

2. To use the model found in step 1 to estimate the expected number of failures for different
PM interval lengths.
3. To analyse the cost of different PM intervals and their correlative number of failures. The
goal was to find the PM interval which gives the lowest total cost including both costs for PM
and CM.

1.3 Scope and delimitation
Even if the methodology used in this thesis should be general and applicable on all types of
devices, analysis will only be made on the very specific case of ECG equipment in Region
Östergötland (including the cities Norrköping, Linköping, Motala, Mjölby). The analysis will
focus only on the consequences of different lengths of the PM interval and will not evaluate
what types of tasks are done during the PM action. This means the result will not tell whether
the PM action in itself is cost-effective, only how to optimize the PM action already in use.
The main focus of the work will be on analysing the failure patterns of the devices, with a
secondary focus on the economic effects. The safety aspects on maintenance however will not
be covered, even though it is (one of) the most important aspects within health care. This was
a choice made due to the time and resource limitations of a master thesis.
Another limitation of the project was the data available for analysis. Since the data used
already existed there were no possibilities to decide what kind of information to be gathered.
The data was occasionally insufficient and some relevant information missing which the
project had to be adjusted to.
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2. Theoretical background
According to Mahfoud, Barkany et al. (2016), both the total number of publications about
medical equipment maintenance and the number of maintenance optimization publications
was higher in the period 2011-2015 compared to earlier periods, so the interest in the field of
research can be considered growing. In the following chapter, some of the previous research
is described to give a general background to this thesis. In the end of the chapter the specific
case (ECG:s in Region Östergötland) is described.

2.1 General about maintenance
There are several different maintenance strategies for medical equipment in hospitals today.
The maintenance of medical equipment can generally be divided into two categories,
preventive maintenance (PM) and corrective maintenance (CM). There are then different
strategies of how to use PM or CM on a piece of equipment, and of who should perform the
maintenance.
2.1.1 Preventive Maintenance (PM)
The PM is performed on regular basis according to a predefined schedule and is done to
prevent possible failures or functional defects in devices before they occur. The PM is done
according to a predefined protocol and is scheduled for every piece of equipment on a decided
time interval. Examples of controls that can be made in a PM are checking the equipment
function, replacing parts that easily wear out, calibration, lubrication and cleaning (WHO
2011). PM can be said to prolong the useful lifetime of equipment, which means that the level
of reliability and quality at a moment after PM makes the equipment seem to be younger than
it is. It can be said that the equipment after PM is returned to a state somewhere between “as
good as new” and “as bad as old” (Gasmi and Mannai 2014, Vasili et al. 2011).
2.1.2 Corrective Maintenance (CM)
CM on the other hand is only done after failure has occurred and is equivalent to repair. The
aim of CM is to fix the problem connected to the failure and return the equipment to a high
quality working condition which is safe and accurate (WHO 2011). A typical CM action
could be to replace a non-durable part which has failed. The CM is often considered as a
“minimal repair” only affecting the part which failed and leaving the rest of the equipment
unaffected, or “as bad as old” (Gasmi and Mannai 2014).
PM and CM can be performed both internally by for example clinical engineers, or externally
by establishing service contracts with the manufacturer or an independent service organization
(WHO 2011). The type of service contract depends on factors as usage of equipment,
equipment replacement opportunities, in-house repair opportunities, labour costs and distance
to external service center (Dunscombe, Roberts et al. 2000, Masmoudi, Houria et al. 2016).
3

2.1.3 When to perform maintenance – different strategies
There are different strategies on how to schedule and perform maintenance. One strategy
would be to let the equipment run until failure, and only perform CM. Most maintenance
strategies involve PM though. The most popular strategy for a lot of medical equipment
today, is to use time based maintenance (TBM) which means PM is performed periodically at
a defined interval (Masmoudi, Houria et al. 2016). Another strategy is to perform regular
assessments of the equipment condition, and only perform PM when this assessment indicates
the equipment is in a state where the likelihood of failure is elevated. This is called condition
based maintenance (CBM) (Mahfoud, Barkany et al. 2016). The best maintenance strategy to
use depends on different factors which can be technical, human, financial and organizational.
The criteria Masmoudi, Houria et al. (2016) use for decision support are availability of
maintenance tools and competent staff, load time and cost of maintenance and spare parts,
complexity and frequency of failures and equipment criticality.
2.1.4 Equipment criticality
One measure which is used as support in deciding what maintenance strategy and intervals to
use for a piece of equipment is criticality. The level of criticality is usually given as a number
between 0 and 30 and gives a measure on how important a high availability (= a low failure
rate) is in order to maintain a safe and high quality care. The higher the criticality level is, the
higher the priority of thorough PM is. Wang and Levenson (2000) have developed a model
where factors as maintenance requirements, utilization rate and risk are input factors to decide
the criticality of a device. The model has been further developed by Masmoudi, Houria et al.
(2016) to also include function and age of the equipment. In Sweden however, the Wang and
Levenson model has been used for over a decade in order to visualize the importance of
maintenance for different types of equipment (Olsson 2002, Sand 2009). High criticality
means a great need to avoid failures, while a low criticality means the consequences are
manageable. Therefore, the criticality is important to understand why PM strategies are
different for different types of equipment. Ridgeway (2009) for example suggests that
equipment with critical, life supporting function should be given high priority maintenance
with PM intervals with high margin, while non-critical equipment could be allowed to run to
failure without PM at all. Some examples of criticality for medical devices are listed in Table
1.
Device
Anaesthesia apparatus
MRI
Imaging ultrasound
ECG
Scale
Stethoscope

Criticality
29-30
26
18
16
6
5

Table 1 – Criticality of medical devices (Sand 2009)
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2.2 Medical maintenance today
This section is about how maintenance usually is performed today. Important things such as
what the manufacturers recommend, what rules and guidelines exists and the importance of
keeping records of the equipment are covered.
2.2.1 Manufacturer recommendations
The manufacturer has a responsibility to give recommendations on how to maintain the
equipment, and standard in health care organizations is to stick to these recommendations.
The recommendation should include information as upper and lower limits of control
measurements, how to replace parts and at what interval to perform these actions (WHO
2011). The manufacturer recommended intervals are usually based on laboratory tests of nondurable parts that will wear out and has a shorter useful-life than the equipment (Ridgeway
2009). It has been questioned though whether the test results are based on relevant data and if
the manufacturer recommended intervals can be seen as credible since equipment that are
similar in both design and function can have as different recommended PM intervals as a
factor 2 (Ridgeway, Atles et al. 2009). Ridgeway, Atles et al. (2009) also states that it is
difficult to evaluate the manufacturer recommendations since most manufacturers are
reluctant to share their test data. These uncertainties about the efficiency and trustworthiness
of the maintenance today raise questions about what maintenance strategies to use in the
future.
2.2.2 Rules and guidelines
One important reason why most health care organizations implement the manufacturer
recommended maintenance is because many rules and guidelines encourage it. For example,
the Interpretive Guidelines in the Centre for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) in the
US states that “A qualified individual such as a clinical engineer or biomedical engineer......
must monitor, test, calibrate and maintain the equipment periodically in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations” (Ridgeway, Atles et al. 2009).
In Sweden, the laws and regulations states that if medical equipment is changed or used in a
way that the manufacturer has not intended (maintenance included), then the user takes the
responsibility of the product and possible failures that was previously on the manufacturer
(Blom 2008). Manufacturer recommended protocols or intervals therefore should not be
changed if safety and quality could not be ensured.
However, in 2004, the Joint Commission on Accreditations of Health Organizations
released a new standard (EC.6.10) which distinguish between life-supporting and non-life
supporting equipment. This standard allows health organizations to not have PM on
equipment if it is not needed for a safe operation, which has been used by hospitals to direct
their maintenance to where it is needed the most (Wang, Fennigkoh et al. 2006).
For care givers who feel reluctant to take responsibility for possible consequences of failures,
the standard therefore is to follow the manufacturer recommended maintenance protocol and
interval.
5

2.2.3 Maintenance records
The clinical engineering department at a hospital can have many advantages in keeping track
of all the equipment by using a good inventory system where all events and maintenance is
recorded. Because of the vast number of equipment today, the best way to do this is to have a
computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) – a software program runnable on a
standalone computer. The CMMS should keep an inventory of all medical equipment in the
health care organization and their maintenance history as well as adding new information
about performed PM or CM, or when next scheduled PM is due. The recorded data can also
be used for future analysis (WHO 2011).

2.3 Statistic analysis of equipment failure-distribution
Failures are a natural part of the lifetime of equipment and are more or less unavoidable. Even
medical devices which are considered highly reliable fail occasionally. When trying to
evaluate and optimize maintenance, it might be of interest to study the failure occurrences.
There have been several different studies on for example failure distribution, which has been
further used in optimization models. There is no failure model that fits all medical equipment,
but different models have been best fitted for different types of equipment in different
environments. Here some of the most popular and simplest models are presented. Which
model to be used for a specific piece of equipment is decided from which of the models that
the historical data fits the best. This chapter also covers the effect of PM and the statistical
method regression analysis which is used to fit models to data.
2.3.1 Bath tub distribution
One possible failure distribution model of complex equipment during its life-time is the
bathtub-curve as shown in Figure 1 (Sherwin 1984, Jezzini, Ayache et al. 2013, Vatn 2014).
The curve consists noticeably of three different parts. The left part shows a higher (but
sinking) failure rate in the beginning of the life time of the equipment due to production
defects, installation faults or misuse (Vatn 2014). The second part of the curve is a constant
failure rate due to random failures (Jezzini, Ayache et al. 2013). Random failures can be
caused by for example accident and abuse of equipment but can also be caused by normal
wear and tear. The right part of the curve represents an increasing failure rate due to failure
mechanisms as fatigue, corrosion and wear which increases the probability of failure when the
equipment grows older (Vatn 2014). According to Jezzini, Ayache et al. (2013), PM reduces
both the amount of random failures and delays the onset of the aging effect.
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Figure 1 - Bathtub curve. Authors drawing based on Sherwin (1984)

In contrast to the bathtub curve, Canfield (1986) only considers failure modes which responds
to PM and models the hazard rate to be 0 at the time of purchase. Khalaf et al. (2014) also sets
the failure rate to 0 at the time of purchase by assuming that the probability of failure at first
use is 0.
2.3.2 The exponential and Weibull distribution
In maintenance analysis, it is common to talk about survival, which is the probability that the
equipment is “alive” (i.e. has not experienced failure). Khalaf, Hamam et al. (2013) suggests
some parametric model types that can be used to describe survival patterns. The models
suggested are the exponential, the Weibull, the lognormal and the loglogistic. Among these,
the two most common survival models for machines are the exponential survival and the
Weibull distributions (Troyer 2006). The exponential survival correlates to the flat part of the
bath tub curve, with a constant failure rate, and is the most basic one, while the Weibull
distribution has an extra parameter giving it an extra degree of freedom. This makes the
Weibull distribution more flexible to fit the data. Khalaf, Hamam et al. (2013) tested the
hazard data from an infusion pump against both the exponential and the Weibull distribution
and compared their validity. The exponential survival model was then chosen, with the
motivation that the validity was almost the same for both models and the exponential models
then is simpler to use, since the Weibull include one more parameter. Canfield (1986) on the
other hand chose the Weibull distribution for the analysis due to the best fit of the model and
so did Taghipour, Banjevic et al. (2010).
2.3.3 Effect of PM
Vasili et al. (2011) and Canfield (1986) displays two different effects of PM on the failure rate
of devices. Vasili et al (2014) mean that the failure rate is immediately reduced to a state close
7

to “as good as new” after performed PM. Canfield (1986) on the other hand does not display a
drop in hazard rate after conducted PM. He explains the effect of the PM instead as an action
which reduces the failure acceleration (the rate at which the failure rate is increasing).
Therefore, after PM, there is a low change in failure rate, just as when the equipment was
new. Khalaf et al. (2013) describes the effect of PM on survival, which can be considered the
inverse of failure rate. Here, the failure rate is decreased considerable immediately after PM,
and the failure acceleration is also slightly reduced.
2.3.4 Fitting models to data – regression analysis
One way to use statistical data to analyse a situation or make predictions for the future is to
decide the dependencies between different variables in the data. This could be done by a so
called regression analysis which can be performed by most statistical computer programs and
aim to find the model which best fits the data collected. Sykes (1993) and Draper and Smith
(2014) describes the basics of regression analysis as follows. In regression analysis the first
step is to make a hypothesis on the relationship between a predictor variable (which can be
called x) and a response variable (y). The easiest hypothesis is to assume a linear relation
between the variables, the model y = A + Bx. When performing the regression, the constants
A and B are decided to get the line which has the “best fit” on the data. The “best fit” is
considered to be the curve that minimizes the deviation between the predicted value and the
real data. For each collected data point the vertical distance to the estimated curve is measured
(see Figure 2) and squared, and the values of constants A and B that gives the least sum of the
squares is considered the best fitted model for the collected data points. As mentioned, the
linear relationship between a predictor and a response variable is the easiest, but far from the
only, model. The hypothesis model can be varied to be e.g. polynomial and with exponential
or logarithmical factors etc. Regression analysis can also be performed to analyse
dependencies between more than two variables in multivariate regression analysis (Sykes
1993, Draper and Smith 2014).

Figure 2 - Fitting linear model with least squares. Authors drawing, based on Draper and Smith (2014)
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The method can be used in a wide perspective to find relationship between different factors in
a variety of areas, maintenance included. Novák (2014) for example estimated the
dependency of failure time distribution on different regression variables for degrading
machines. The regression variables were for example the number of maintenance actions and
repairs or the costs of these and several models were tested to find the best model to describe
the relation between maintenance and failure distribution. Farreras-Alcover,
Chryssanthopoulos et al. (2016) on the other hand used polynomial regression in the analysis
of a bridge to find the relation between the dependent variable fatigue load and the predictors
pavement temperature and heavy traffic load.
2.3.5 Validating data models
There are several methods to check the goodness of fit of regression models to compare which
hypothesis is the best to describe the relationship between the variables. One such measure is
the R2, defined as
∑(𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟, 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑜 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠)2
𝑅2 = 1 −
(1)
∑(𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒)2
The R2 value takes a value between 0 and 1 and gives a measure on the extent to which the
regression model explains the total variation of the dependent variable, where 1 gives
complete explanation and is desirable and 0 gives no explanation. Therefore a high R2-value
is considered important if the model is to be used to make further predictions for the future
(Sykes 1993).

2.4 Cost optimization
One big interest for health care organizations is to reduce the costs of maintenance. One way
to do it is to optimize the number of PM performed considering both the costs of the
performed PM and the costs of the expected number of CM for the chosen level of PM. This
section describes how maintenance costs can be decided.
2.4.1 Maintenance cost formula
There are several different models to optimize maintenance costs. Khalaf, Djouani et al.
(2014) is suggesting a model where the total annual cost is the sum of the cost of PM and the
cost of CM. The annual cost of PM and CM can be assumed to be the product of the number
[N] of PM and CM respectively multiplied with the average cost [C] of PM and CM
respectively. If PM is performed regularly, the number of PM each year can be assumed to be
365/T where T is the maintenance interval in days. This gives a cost model that is given by
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 =

365
𝑇

∗ 𝐶𝑃𝑀 + 𝑁𝐶𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝑀

(2)

To decide the number of CM in a year, Khalaf, Djouani et al. (2014) uses two different
survival analysis models where the time from PM until failure and the time from CM until
next failure were key factors.
Vatn (2014) uses a similar approach to decide costs per time unit using the model
9

𝐶(𝜏) =

𝐶𝑃𝑀
𝜏

+ 𝜆𝐸 (𝜏) ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑀

(3)

where τ is the interval between two consecutive PM, λE is the expected number of failures per
time unit (as a function of the maintenance interval) and C is the cost. Vatn (2014) suggests
that the cost of PM decreases (due to more seldom performed PM), while the cost of CM
increases (due to more failures) with a longer PM interval which gives the total cost illustrated
in Figure 3. The optimal PM interval can then be found for the value of τ that minimize C(τ).
A similar cost model is used yet again by Gasmi and Mannai (2014). In this article they
develop the model further though by stating that the cost of PM is not constant, but dependent
on the state of the equipment, the impact of the repair and the degree of repair. These in turn
are dependent on for example the maintenance interval and the effect of age and previous PM.

Figure 3 - Maintenance costs, PM, failure and total. Authors drawing based on (Vatn 2014) and (EngineeredSoftware)

2.4.2 Factors contributing to PM and CM costs
The cost of any maintenance work, either preventive or corrective, consists of different cost
components. Haroun (2015) mentions the two direct costs of material and labour that can be
directly derived from the resources put into the maintenance. Beside the direct costs, there are
also indirect costs of maintenance. Vatn (2014) brings up the issue of equipment being
unavailable for service while being maintained, called equipment downtime. In medicine this
could mean needing to send patients home, and reducing productivity which can have
secondary economic consequences. There also might be “safety costs” for critical equipment
if they break at the wrong time and expose people to dangerous and harmful situations (Vatn
2014). Dunscombe, Roberts et al. (2000) develop the theory of indirect downtime costs for a
piece of (radiotherapy) equipment by dividing it into 3 parts. The first part is the labour
payment of the person(s) to perform the maintenance. The second part is the costs of a
decreased patient capacity, and the third part deals with local operating procedures to avoid
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decreased capacity, e.g. staff working overtime or reallocation to other wards or hospitals
with same, working equipment. Sherwin (1984) adds customer trust, and market share as
another factor which is affected by the number of failures and indirectly influences economy.
If the equipment fails too often, patients and care givers might be reluctant to use it which
decreases the “productivity” of the equipment.

2.5 Medical maintenance modelling issues
To statistically analyse medical equipment by fitting historical data to mathematical models
might give interesting and relevant predictions of equipment behaviour in theory. In reality
though, there can be problems connected to collecting data in medical equipment. One of the
issues is that there is scarce failure data and high censoring for critical medical products since
they are highly reliable and therefore rarely fails (Sherwin 1984, Taghipour, Banjevic et al.
2010). A solution to this could be to aggregate data from similar products to get a bigger data
set. However, (Taghipour 2011) means this must be done with great caution since other
parameters such as environment, operation routines etc. will be added and their effect on the
result might be of significance. Sherwin (1984) also emphasizes the possible problem that the
data collected might not be statistically independent and identically distributed, which would
give a problem trying to create a unique distribution function. Taghipour, Banjevic et al.
(2010) also comment on the fact that the failures of the same piece of equipment not
necessarily occur independently. Yet another issue might be to identify if a failure is
connected to, and can be prevented by PM. According to Ridgeway, Atles et al. (2009) 13.7
% of failures are due to inadequate PM, set up and uncategorized repair calls while the
remaining 86.3 % are not affected by PM. Failures not related to PM, as physical trauma, user
faults and unpredictable device flaws should not be included in an analysis of how PM affects
the number of failures. In order to see what the cause of the failures were, Wang, Fedele et al.
(2010) let clinical engineers classify and denote every failure to different categories
depending on what the cause of the failure was and if it was for example preventable,
predictable, caused by user or service induced.
Another problem is that the effect of PM on the equipment is unknown. In real life all
maintenance gives an effect on the equipment in between the two extreme cases “as good as
new” and “as bad as old” (see section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2), which gives a need for models to
handle imperfect maintenance. Gasmi and Mannai (2014) is addressing the problem by
introducing a time scale at which the system at time 1 is in state 1, in time 2 is in state 2 and
so on up to time/state N. The PM can then be viewed as an action that reduces the virtual age
by bringing the system back to a lower state, denoted s. The reduction of the state of the
system before and after PM is then a measure of the effect of the PM.
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2.6 The specific case – ECG in Region Östergötland
This section describes the background to the specific case analysed. It includes description of
the organisation in Region Östergötland, the important characteristics of the ECG devices and
the database which were used in the analysis.
2.6.1 Region Östergötland
The organisation Region Östergötland is responsible for the health care in Östergötland (a
region in Sweden), an area with approximately 442 000 inhabitants in 2016. In the region,
there are 3 hospitals of different sizes – Vrinnevi Hospital in Norrköping (300 beds), Motala
Hospital (100 beds) and the University Hospital in Linköping (550 beds). Also, 42 local care
centres are in use for more general and non-acute care.
2.6.2 Choice of ECG as device to evaluate
The type of equipment, ECG, was chosen for analysis due to relevance of several
characteristics of the device. One of the characteristics which made ECG suitable to analyse
was the medium high criticality of the product. A piece of equipment with very high
criticality would not have been suitable for this project since the maintenance today is very
thorough (to avoid the serious consequences of failure) and it therefore rarely fails, which
would risk giving too little failure data to get a reliable statistic result. Also the serious
consequences of failures in high criticality products make the hospital unwilling to change the
interval. A product with low criticality on the other hand would not be relevant either since it
has been suggested that equipment with low criticality does not need PM at all (Ridgeway
2009). ECG with a criticality level of 16 therefore was chosen.
Another factor making ECG a relevant choice of product is that it is a common medical
device which is used in a lot of different health care organisations. Therefore, there is a
multitude of ECG apparatuses both in Region Östergötland and elsewhere in the world. If
costs can be reduced for every ECG device, then the aggregate savings can be significant.
2.6.3 The ECG – MAC 5500 HD
The supplier of ECG equipment for Region Östergötland is General Electrics (GE). Of the
total 180 devices in use within the region, 122 are of the model MAC 5500 HD and 14 of the
similar model MAC 5500. The oldest of these was purchased in 2006 and the latest in 2016.
The number of devices purchased each year can be found in Appendix A.
The hardware of the MAC 5500 (HD) consists of different parts connected to each other.
Figure 4 shows the two main components: the MAC system (1) and the smaller
acquisition/CAM module (3) which are connected by a cable (2). The MAC system includes,
among other things, the screen and keyboard (to control the settings and analyse the ECG
curves of the test), a printer and a battery to power the system if not connected to AC
(GEHealthCare 2010). The acquisition module receives the ECG signal from electrodes on
the patients’ skin via 10-14 leadwires (4). A microprocessor in the acquisition module
amplifies, digitize and process the ECG signal, and it also acts as an electric isolation between
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the patient and the main equipment in the MAC system (GEMarquetteMedicalSystemsInc.
1998). The leadwires from the acquisition module are connected to the electrodes with
adapters/connectors of different types (GEHealthCare 2010). Since the software of the ECG is
not included in the maintenance, the description of it is omitted.

Figure 4 - Sketch of the main components of GE MAC 5500 HD. Authors drawing based on the GE operator manual
(GEHealthCare 2010)

The PM of the ECG is supposed to be performed on a 12 month interval, as recommended by
the manufacturer, and includes tasks as checking the exterior (for example look if cables and
leadwires are worn) as well as cleaning (for example the screen and the keyboard) and
controlling the different functions of the ECG. There is also a safety control which is
performed during the PM to ensure that the equipment is safe to use. Usually the quality of
the battery is also checked as part of the PM. The whole PM protocol for MAC 5500 HD in
Region Östergötland is attached in Appendix B.
2.6.4 Medusa
Medusa (SoftProMedicalSolutionsAB 1999) is the inventory system used in Region
Östergötland to keep record of the medical devices. The system is built as a data base so the
user can search for different characteristics to get a list of the corresponding devices. Here, all
types of relevant information is listed, as the unique inventory number to identify the device,
the type of equipment, manufacturer and model, purchase price and date as well as next
scheduled PM. Medusa is then designed so you can click on each device to get more detailed
information. Here it is possible to see all previous work orders connected to the device, and to
add new ones for recently performed maintenance. In the list of work orders every entry has a
work order number for identification together with a statement if it is a PM or CM, as well as
the start and finish dates of service and descriptions of failures and measures performed. For
every work order there is also a possibility to add the number of hours put into the service, the
labour cost per hour for the person who performed it and cost for material used.
In addition to what have been mentioned above, there are several more input possibilities
and functions in Medusa, but since these are not relevant for this thesis they are excluded.
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3. Methodology
This chapter describes the methodology used. A summary is shown in Table 2, showing 3
main tasks, divided into 10 smaller partial steps. The steps are listed in the same order as they
were performed and often the result of one step was used as input in the next step. The
following sections of this chapter describe each step more carefully. When reading, it should
be remembered that the age- and “time since last PM”-effect were analysed separately in the
beginning to be combined to one model in a later phase.
Main tasks
Gather data

Failure analysis

Cost analysis

Partial tasks
Identify relevant devices
Identify relevant (=preventable) failures
Collect data (“time until failure”) for relevant
failures
Process collected data (add and normalize)
Regression/curve fitting to data
Find model to estimate number of failures
Use the model to find number of failures for
different PM intervals
Find average costs of PM and CM
Calculate total cost for different PM intervals
Find optimal PM interval with lowest cost

Table 2 – Summary of methodology

3.1 Gathering of data
The process of gathering data can be divided into three parts, which will be described in more
detail in the following sections. The first part is deciding which of the ECG apparatuses to
include in the analysis since not every apparatus enlisted in the database was relevant for the
analysis. The second part consisted of selecting which among the reported CM on each ECG
apparatus to include in the analysis, while the third step included collecting and recording the
actual data.
3.1.1 Selecting relevant devices
Factors considered when selecting equipment to include were when the device was purchased
and how it was used. Since it was desirable for the analysis to have data of both newer devices
and older in order to evaluate the effects of age, all devices purchased from 2006 until
October 2015 were included in the initial data set, but all devices younger than 1 year of age
was excluded since they had not completed a whole PM interval. The apparatuses in the
medical technology department of the hospital were excluded since they mainly are used for
education and as temporary replacement if another apparatus will be out of service for a
longer time. All of the other ECG devices, regardless of which department it was used in or
age, where included in the analysis.
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For the age-effect analysis the 22 oldest devices, purchased 2006-2008 were chosen since
they were the only devices old enough to give data on what happens when the equipment
grow older (up to almost 9 years, or 3100 days, after purchase). Newer devices were excluded
since they lack the desirable data from when the equipment ages.
In the “time since PM”-effect analysis, however, all devices were included and every
completed PM interval of all devices were analysed.
3.1.2 Selecting relevant failures
For every device, Medusa lists all maintenance that have been performed on the equipment,
both PM and CM. All CM listed were not relevant for this analysis since a significant amount
of the CM were due to failures which are impossible to predict and prevent with PM. Nonpreventable failures were not relevant since the aim was to evaluate how the failure rate will
be affected by more or less PM. However, non-preventable failures will occur no matter if PM
is performed or not and therefore they were not included in the analysis. With help from an
experienced clinical engineer (Lars Eriksson, biomedical engineer at Linköping University
Hospital with decades of experience in maintenance of ECG) every reported CM/failure was
categorized as either a preventable failure or a non-preventable failure. Among the nonpreventable failures were for example instant failures without warning or explanation,
IT/network problems and misuse/user problems. Excluded were also tasks as changing of
settings, education of staff and upgrading of equipment which is also registered as CM in
Medusa. The failures which were included were all failures which could be connected to wear
for example all changing of non-durable parts as cables, leadwires, connectors, keyboards,
batteries etc.
3.1.3 Data collection
For every relevant failure found both the number of days since last performed PM and the
number of days since the purchase of the equipment were noted in order to evaluate the
failure patterns both within a PM interval and the age effect. Data for every PM was also
noted. Here, the number of days since last PM was the most important (in order to decide the
real PM interval lengths, which varied a lot from the recommended) but the total number of
days since purchase were also noted. Figure 5 is visualizing different actions on a device and
the measures which were collected. The figure shows a timeline from the purchase of the
product where both PM (blue dots) and failures/CM (red x) are marked. Both the time since
purchase and time since last PM was noted, shown by a continous and dashed line
respectively. For failures in PM interval 1 “time since last PM” was defined as the same as
time since purchase.
Since Medusa also lists the time spent on every maintenance activity and the related costs
as well as costs of spare parts used, these were noted too. All data were entered into a
spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel 2010 for further procesing and analysis (described in chapter
3.2).
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Figure 5 - Visualization of PM- and failure-measures collected from a device. Authors drawing.

3.2 Failure data analysis
Chapter 3.2 shows how the raw data collected from the Medusa database was further analysed
in order to find models to describe the relation between length of PM interval and number of
failures. First the data was processed to be given in the unit “number of failures (and PM)”
instead of the collected “time to failure (and PM)”. Then regression analysis was performed to
fit mathematical models to the collected data and those models were then used to estimate the
number of failures for different PM intervals. The model fitting and the following calculations
were made with the computing software program MATLAB (R2014b, The MathWorks Inc.,
Natick, MA, USA) and the complete MATLAB code can be seen in Appendix D.
3.2.1 Processing data
Since the aim of the study was to analyse the number of failures but the data collected from
the database only described the number of days since last PM or purchase for every single
failure/PM there was a need to rearrange the data. To do this, the 3100 days from which the
age effect failure data was collected, were divided into 31 periods of 100 days each. Every
failure could then be assigned to a certain period depending on the number of days since
purchase. If for example a failure occurred 665 days after purchase, the failure would be
assigned to the 7th period which ranges between 600 and 700 days since purchase. The
procedure is illustrated in Figure 6 by an example with 3 devices. When this was done for
every failure, the total number of failures in each period was noted and plotted in MATLAB
as a variable dependent on the number of days since purchase. The same was done analysing
the relation between failures and time since last PM. Here the longest time since last PM was
1043 days, so here the time was divided into 35 periods of 30 days.
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Figure 6 - Processing data, calculating number of failures for each 100 day period. An illustrating example with 3
devices. Authors drawing.

Another action taken to prepare for further analysis was to normalize the data so both the ageand time since PM-effect were measured in the same units. The unit desired was number of
failures per device per day, but (as mentioned before) the data was collected from numerous
devices and from periods of many days. Therefore, the number of failures in each 100 days
period in the age-effect analysis was divided first by 22 (the number of devices from which
the data was collected) and then divided again by 100 (the number of days from which the
data was collected for each period). For the “time since PM” analysis, the number of failures
in every 30 days period was first divided by 30 to get the number of failures per day. Then the
number of failures in each period was divided by the number of PM intervals from which the
failure data was collected. PM intervals can only give failure data to periods shorter or equal
to its own length (a PM interval of 360 days cannot give any data on what is happening e.g.
390-420 days after PM, because the interval is too short to include that period). Since the PM
intervals were of very different lengths, the number of PM intervals that each 30 day period
should be divided by therefore varied depending on how many intervals there were which
were long enough to include that period. For example there were 225 intervals which were
long enough to give data to the period 330-360 days since last PM, but only 44 intervals long
enough to give data to the period 630-660 days since last PM. Therefore, the number of
failures in the period 330-360 days since PM was divided by 225 but the number of failures in
the period 630-660 days since PM was divided by 44 to get the unit “failures per interval”.
The very long PM intervals were too few to be considered giving reliable data and therefore it
was decided to remove these from the analysis. The longest interval used was 720 days where
there were 27 intervals long enough to collect data from.
After this normalization, all data from both the age- and the “time since last PM”-analysis
was in the same unit “number of failures per day per device/interval” which was crucial for
later steps in the analysis. The processed data can be seen in Appendix C where the number
of failures for each 100 day period is listed for the age analysis. The number of failures for
each 30 day period of the time since PM analysis can also be seen in Appendix C together
with the number of intervals long enough for each of these periods.
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3.2.2 Statistical analysis: regression
The result of the rearrangement and normalization of the data was two datasets with number
of failures as a response variable and days since purchase/last PM as a predictor variable. A
regression analysis was performed on these datasets to evaluate the relation between the
response and predictor variables. The built in Curve Fitting application in MATLAB was used
to find the parameters for different models which gave the best fit to the data. Among the
different models tested were linear, power, exponential, Weibull and different combinations
of exponential and power terms. The R2 values for the different models tested were noted and
the model with the highest R2 value was chosen as the best fitted model. If several models had
very similar R2 values the simplest model was chosen. For example for the age-effect, the
model 𝑎 ∗ 𝑒 𝑏∗𝑥 + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑥 2 had a R2 value which was 0,001 higher than the model 𝑎 ∗ 𝑒 𝑏∗𝑥 but
the latter was chosen as it was the simpler one.

3.2.3 Combining models to one
The result of the regression analysis was one equation (on the form 𝑎 ∗ 𝑒 𝑏∗𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑀 +
𝑐) describing how the failure rate varies within each PM interval and one equation (on the
form 𝑎 ∗ 𝑒 𝑏∗𝑎𝑔𝑒 ) describing how the failure rate varies with age, regardless of PM intervals.
The next step was to combine these to get one model to describe how the failure rate depends
on both the PM interval used and age. To do this, some assumptions were made. It was
chosen that the model should be based on what happens within each PM interval (the “time
since PM”-equation) since this is what differs between different PM interval lengths, and then
be adjusted with the age effect to include the changes occurring with increasing age. The first
assumption was that the starting value should be very close to 0 since it is reasonable to
believe that when the device is new there should be no failure due to wear (and those are the
only failures included). Therefore the c-value was left out from the “failures within PM
interval”-equation. It was also assumed that the PM action would restore the device to a state
as good as new meaning no extra factor had to be included to adjust the reduction of failures
after each PM. Instead the failure rate for each consecutive interval dropped all the way down
to the same level as the start of the first interval. This was done since the available data did
not allow an analysis of the PM action as desired in goal 1b (see Section 1.2), which is further
discussed in Section 5.3.
The idea of the combined model was then to start from the intervals equation repeating
itself after each PM, as described above, and then multiply with an age-factor. The age-factor
in this case was the 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑏 ∗ 𝑎𝑔𝑒) factor of the age effect equation. The a-value of this
equation is not included since it is only the exponential factor which describes the change in
failure rate due to age.
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3.3 Cost analysis
The cost equations (2) and (3) in section 2.4.1 can be rewritten as
𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡 (𝜏) = 𝑁𝑃𝑀 (𝜏)𝐶𝑃𝑀 + 𝑁𝐶𝑀 (𝜏)𝐶𝐶𝑀
(4)
where C is the cost, N is the number of maintenance actions and 𝜏 is the PM interval. This
model was used to decide the total maintenance cost. An iterative function in MATLAB was
used to calculate both the number of maintenance actions and the cost of these for a number
of different PM interval lengths. This was then plotted in a diagram to show which PM
interval gives the lowest total cost.
3.3.1 Calculating number of maintenance actions
The number of PM actions each year can be calculated by dividing 365 with the number of
days of the PM interval. The total number of PM in x years is then given by multiplication
with x. To find the number of CM though, a little more calculating is needed. Since it is
assumed that all failures are followed by a CM it is desirable to find the total number of
failures in a period of time. To do this the combined model found in the failure data analysis
was used. Because this model has “number of failures per day” as dependent variable and
“days” as predictor variable, the integral of the model from 0 to x gives the total number of
failures in x days. This was done by using the integral-function in MATLAB on the combined
model on an interval from 0 to the desired age of the device to get the total number of failures.
3.3.2 Calculating costs and plotting
To find the average costs, CPM and CCM, data from Medusa on costs for labour and material
was used. An average labour cost per PM and CM action respectively were calculated by
taking the sum of labour cost and divide it by the number of PM/CM actions. The same was
done for the material and the total average cost of PM and CM was then the sum of the
average cost for labour and material.
When both the number of PM- and CM-actions for a certain PM interval and the average cost
of each action were decided, the cost for PM (𝐶𝑃𝑀 ∗ 𝑁𝑃𝑀 ), CM (𝐶𝐶𝑀 ∗ 𝑁𝐶𝑀 ) and the total cost
(using equation 4) were calculated for a PM interval of 182.5 days, and plotted in a cost vs
PM-interval diagram. After this, the iterative loop started over again with a new, 182.5 days
longer, PM interval, calculating number of maintenance actions and costs for that PM interval
and adding these costs to the plot. When this had been repeated several times the plot showed
the dependency between PM interval length and total maintenance cost, and the optimal PM
interval from a cost perspective could be found as the lowest point.
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4. Results
In this chapter the results of the analysis is presented. In the first sections, the results from the
analysis of the old data are presented. Thereafter follows the results of the cost analysis. The
numbers used from the processed data to create Figure 7 and 8 can be found in Appendix C.

4.1 Finding model from old data
Here follows the results from the analysis of the old data. The purpose of this part was to find
a model to describe the number of failures for the ECG devices analysed. In the models
presented below, “age” and “time since PM” is measured in the unit “days” if nothing else is
mentioned.
4.1.1 Age dependency
The first step of the analysis was to find the relationship between the number of failures and
the age of the device from the old data. Figure 7 shows a scatterplot of the collected number
of failures (per device per day) in periods of 100 days since purchase (blue circles) that were
achieved from the old data. The figure also shows a plot of the best fitting curve from the
regression analysis (red line). This best fitting curve for the age effect was found to have the
equation 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝑁𝐶𝑀 (𝑎𝑔𝑒) = 0.0006196𝑒 0.0005118∗𝑎𝑔𝑒 with a R2 value of
0.3788.

Figure 7 - Scatter plot on number of failures depending on age together with plot of best fitted model
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4.1.2 Time since last PM dependency
The second factor to be decided was the relationship between the time since last PM and the
number of failures. Figure 8 shows a scatter plot of the number of failures in each 30 day
period since last PM which were collected from the old data (blue circles) as well as a plot of
the model which was found to fit the data best in the regression analysis (red line). This model
was found to have the equation 𝑁𝐶𝑀 (𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑀) = 0.0003218𝑒 0.002843∗𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑀 +
0.0006612 and the R2 value was 0.2106.

Figure 8 – Scatter plot on number of failures depending on time since last PM together with plot of best fitted model

4.1.3 Combined model
The two models found above were combined to one model which showed how the number of
failures depends on both age and time since last PM. This model was found to have the
equation 𝑁𝐶𝑀 (𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑀) = 0.00032𝑒 0.0028∗𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑀 ∗ 𝑒 0.0005∗𝑎𝑔𝑒 . Figure 9
and 10 show the resulting predictions on number of failures for a device depending on both
age and time since last PM, using the combined model with different input. The plot in Figure
9 is displaying the number of failures predicted from the combined model if the PM interval
would be 365 days (that is 12 months, the recommended PM interval for the ECG devices
studied). In the plot, it is clear that after every 365 days, when the PM action is performed, the
number of failures is considerably reduced. Also the number of failures is increasing steadily
with growing age and each interval gives a little more failures than last. For longer PM
intervals, the failure reducing PM actions is fewer and the number of failures therefore rises to
a higher level between the PM actions as shown in Figure 10 which shows the number of
failures predicted from the combined model for a device with a PM interval of length 1095
days (36 months).
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Figure 9 - Failure prediction for a device with PM interval length of 12 months, using the combined model. Visualised
in the same scale as Figure 12 to enable comparison between 12 and 36 month interval.

Figure 10 - Failure prediction for a device with PM interval length of 36 months, using the combined model.
Visualised in the same scale as Figure 11 to enable comparison between 12 and 36 month interval.
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From Figure 11 it is possible to compare how the combined model correlates to the old data.
The figure displays both the predicted number of failures (the blue lines) using the combined
model and the number of failures given from the collected data (the red line). The red line is
the same as in Figure 7 and describes the age effect, without considering PM, of the failures in
Medusa. The blue lines though show the effects of both age and time since PM. The PM
interval length used as input in the combined model in Figure 11 was 447 days, which was the
same as the average PM interval length of the real life devices which the data creating the red
line was collected from.

Figure 11 - The combined predictor model (blue lines) compared to the real life data (red line). The real life data is
collected from intervals of average 447 days and the predictor model is used with a PM interval input of 447 days.
Note the different scale from Figure 9 and Figure 10.

4.2 Finding total number of failures
The aggregate number of failures in the first 10 years was calculated by taking the integral
from 0 to 3650 days (leap years ignored because they were not taken in consideration during
the data collection) of the combined model. For comparison between the first, second, third
etc. interval, the number of failures for each interval of different lengths can be found in
Appendix C. The total number of failures in 10 years for different PM intervals is shown in
Table 3. When evaluating the numbers the reader should take in consideration that for the
intervals of length 547.5 and 1095 days, the last interval is not fully completed since 10 years
cannot be evenly divided by 1.5 or 3 years.
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Interval length (days)
182.5
365
547.5*
730
912.5
1095*

Number of failures in 10 years
5.39
6.07
7.95*
11.96
17.38
21.84*

Table 3 – Aggregate number of failures in 10 years for different PM interval lengths. * = Last interval not fully
completed.

4.3 Finding optimal cost
The average total costs of PM and CM found from Medusa can be seen in Table 4, as well as
the average costs for labour and material.
Costs [SEK]
Labour
Material
Total

PM
1 344
213
1 557

CM
1 171
1 922
3 093

Table 4 – Average costs of PM and CM

The aggregate number of failures and the average costs together with the cost equation (4)
gave the total maintenance cost in 10 years for different PM interval lengths as shown in
Figure 12. The figure displays the 10 years aggregated cost for PM (the blue +-signs), CM
(red x-signs) and the total cost for both PM and CM (the green o-signs) for different PM
interval lengths between 182.5 days (6 months) and 1095 days (36 months). As can be seen in
the figure, for short PM intervals the cost of PM is the main contributor of the total cost, while
for longer intervals the cost of PM is reduced at the same time as the CM cost increases,
meaning that the total cost for longer intervals is mainly decided by the CM cost. For PM
intervals of a length around 400-500 days the costs of PM and CM are about the same and in
this region the lowest total cost is also found. The lowest total cost appears to occur at an
interval length close to 450 days and at a cost of around 30 000 SEK (in average 3 000 SEK
per year).
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Figure 12 - Aggregate maintenance cost in a 10 year period for different PM interval lengths. Showing both PM costs
(+) and CM costs (x) as well as the total cost (o)

Figure 12 was based on calculations made on a 10 years perspective. Figures 13 and 14 show
the costs for different maintenance intervals calculated for 5 years and 15 years respectively.
In Figure 13 it can be seen that the PM interval giving the lowest total cost on a 5 years
perspective is approximately 550 days long, at a cost of 12 000 SEK (in average 2 400 SEK
per year) whereas in Figure 14, showing the costs in a 15 years perspective it can be seen that
the optimal PM interval is around 360 days, at a total cost of 80 000 SEK (in average 5 300
SEK per year).

Figure 13 - Aggregate maintenance cost in a 5 year period for different PM interval lengths. Showing both PM costs
(+) and CM costs (x) as well as the total cost (o)
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Figure 14 - Aggregate maintenance cost in a 15 year period for different PM interval lengths. Showing both PM costs
(+) and CM costs (x) as well as the total cost (o)
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5. Discussion
In this chapter, the result will first be discussed and some interpretations and conclusion from
the results in Chapter 4 will be presented. Then the methodology used in the analysis will be
discussed as well as some of the limitations and difficulties found during the procedure. Last
of all some recommendations for the future are given.

5.1 Description and interpretation of result
As could be expected, the result showed that the failure rate increased with time, both with
age and within each PM interval. With the PM action as the failure reducing factor, this led to
an increased total number of failures (and CM costs) for longer PM intervals. The PM cost
curve also resembled the expected shape in Figure 3 with decreasing PM costs for longer PM
intervals. The curves of total cost in Figures 12-14 show that the optimal PM interval length
varies depending on which time perspective the analysis is done. On a 10 year perspective a
PM interval of 450 days seems to be optimal, but on a longer perspective a shorter interval is
preferable and on a shorter perspective a longer interval is best. This is logical since the
failure rate is increasing exponentially according to the combined model used. In a shorter
perspective, as the 5 year period visualized in Figure 13, the effect of the exponential factor
does not show that much. In these cases, the savings from performing fewer PM actions are
more noticeable, resulting in a longer optimal PM interval. In the longer perspective though, it
is clear that the costs of failures have great influence on the total costs which is not surprising
due to the exponential increase on number of failures. Since the number of failures is the
decisive factor in the longer perspective, it is in these cases more important to reduce the
number of failures than reducing the number of PM which also is reflected in a shorter
optimal PM interval.
When discussing the results, an important factor to bring up is whether the combined model
actually fits the reality. As mentioned in Chapter 3, some assumptions and decisions had to be
made when creating the combined model. If these assumptions were wrong, then of course the
result would also be wrong. It is hard to tell how good the combined model correlates to real
life but one indicator that the combined model at least might reflect the collected data in an
acceptable way is given by Figure 11. In this figure, the red line is the best fitted curve of the
collected failure data as a function of age. The collected data was taken from devices with
very varying PM intervals which meant that the PM actions were not performed at the same
age for every device, but were quite evenly distributed. Therefore it could be said that the red
line represents the average age effect of devices with a PM interval of 447 days (the average
interval length of the collected data), without considering what happens within or between
each PM interval. It is therefore reasonable to believe that if the combined model is used with
an input PM interval length of 447 days, the average of the model should correlate with the
red line. This can be seen to be true in Figure 11 where the blue lines show the predicted
number of failures for a PM interval of 447 days. The blue lines shows a lot more variation,
due to the effect within and between PM intervals, but the average in each PM interval seems
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to follow the red line quite good, indicating that the combined models (at least for a PM
interval length of 447 days) might fit the collected data quite well.
Another question is whether the best fitted curves of age and time since PM in Figure 7 and
8 is reflecting the reality in a good way. Unfortunately the goodness of fit between these
equations and the data was quite bad, both for the dependency on age and time since PM, as
shown by the low R2 values (0.3788 and 0.2106 respectively). This means it is not sure
whether the models found to describe the relationships really reflects the reality. As can be
seen in Figure 7 and 8 the data is quite scattered and the trend not clearly visible. The fitted
model therefore describes the best possible model for the data available, but it still does not
give such a good description. This means that the results are based on two models which do
not match the real data as much as could be desired. With the data available it is difficult to
increase the goodness of fit. One thing which could improve it would be to collect more data
since when a small amount of data is analysed, chance often can give big variations which
makes the data difficult to model. But even with more data it could be impossible to find a
model with a high goodness of fit to the data, because the data is collected from real devices
and in real life everything could not be modelled exactly. Factors as users, level of usage,
chance etc. are influencing the number of failures and these factors will give variations in the
failure pattern which cannot be modelled. Therefore it might be that it has to be accepted that
everything cannot be modelled exactly and it has to be taken into consideration when
evaluating the results that even though the model hopefully reflects the reality in some way,
the result in real life cannot be expected to follow the estimations exactly.
Another thing important to make clear is that the results of this thesis alone cannot be used as
a basis for implementing new PM intervals in real use. This thesis only takes the cost of the
maintenance into consideration, but there are other factors which are at least as important as
the costs when it comes to managing medical devices. Safety is one such factor which has not
been analysed here even though it is crucial in health care. If a device is not safe to use, for
both patients and staff, it is not allowed to be used. Since changing the PM interval of the
device also might alter the safety of the device, the safety therefore needs to be analysed
before changing a PM interval. This could be done for example by performing a risk analysis.
There are many methods to perform risk analysis but for example the FMEA method uses the
number of failures (which has been calculated in this analysis) as one input data. The result of
the risk analysis should then be valued higher and prioritized before the result of the cost
analysis. Before implementing a new PM interval, analysis should also be made on how this
new strategy might affect the organisation in other ways. For example if the interval is
changed to less PM and more CM it will be harder to predict when maintenance will be
needed (since CM cannot be scheduled) and the maintenance department must be more
flexible to meet the more fluctuating need of maintenance.
Yet another factor influencing whether the cost optimal PM interval should be implemented
is if the care giver is willing to take the responsibility of the device. As mentioned in the
Section 2.2.2 the responsibility of the device is moved from the manufacturer to the care giver
if the maintenance procedures are changed from the manufacturer recommendations. If, as in
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this case, there are uncertainties in the result, then it might not be worth it for the care giver to
change the PM interval because the result of this thesis shows that the possible profits are
quite small. It is visible in Figure 12 that in a 10 year perspective, the cost differences
between extreme intervals as 200 or 700 days and the optimal 450 day interval are not more
than 10 000 SEK.

5.2 Discussion on methodology
There are some uncertainties regarding the data collection in this thesis, mainly because the
maintenance record in Medusa for the most part lacked information on the cause of the
failures. The causes of the failures were crucial for the analysis since only failures which were
likely to have been caused by wear or other preventable factors should be included in the
analysis. As the data collection was made in this thesis, it was very general and based on the
assumption that all changes of non-durable parts were a result of a preventable wear. In reality
though, it is reasonable to believe that malfunction of non-durable parts also can be a result of
unpreventable coincidence or misuse. As a result, one can assume that the resulting number of
failures in this thesis might be a bit too high, giving too high CM costs and too short optimal
PM intervals.
A solution to this could be to let the clinical engineers who perform the maintenance
actions note the assumed cause of the failure when they report the CM into Medusa. The
clinical engineers both have the knowledge and the experience to make a statement on the
cause, as well as access to the device in the failing condition. Wang, Fedele et al. (2010) used
different failure codes with thorough instructions to categorize the failures. Clinical engineers
were taught the codes and then instructed to assign a failure code to each CM action. The
different failure codes described for example if the failure was believed to be preventable,
predictable, user induced or service induced. The advantage of using this type of system to
categorize the failures is that it is easy to collect data for analysis if the causes are divided into
categories/codes. It could also be more convenient and time saving for the clinical engineer to
address a failure to one of a few categories than to write a free text with the thoughts of the
causes. When they have learnt the failure codes and the routine and it should not take much
extra time and it would add important information to the maintenance record and improve any
future analysis of maintenance. There might also be arguments that even the clinical engineer
at the site will not be able to detect the causes of all failures, but they will still have the tools
to make a way better “guess” then a person who, years later, try to decipher what happened
from the scarce text in the database.
Another issue to discuss is the combining of the two models found from the collected data to
one. When combining the two models, the c-value (equalling 0.00066) was removed from the
equation(𝑎 ∗ 𝑒 𝑏∗𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑀 + 𝑐) which described how the number of failures depends on the
time since last PM. This was made on the assumption that when the device is new the number
of failures should be close to 0. In real life, failures do occur also when the device is
completely new, but for most part, these are failures do to wrong installation, manufacturer
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flaws or user mistakes. Failure due to wear should be extremely rare for a new device, and
since only failures due to wear are meant to be included in this analysis, the assumption of
nearly 0 failures at time 0 should be relevant. One can argue that the extra term 0.0006 in the
fitting of the data to the model might have come from the fact that the data was collected not
only from the first interval (at age 0) but from all PM intervals, starting at different ages.
Since not all non-durable parts are changed at each PM action the risk of failure could be
assumed to increase slightly for each interval. When collecting data from all intervals and
then taking an average, the average value thereby could be higher than the real starting value
and add an extra term. What was done in the combining of the models in this thesis was that
the average increase due to aging (the c-value) was removed, and instead the age effect from
the age depending equation was added.

5.3 Limitations and flaws of the analysis
There are several flaws and limitations with this thesis and the way it was performed. One
such limitation is that there are numerous factors, besides PM and age, which might have an
impact on the failure rate of an ECG device that were not taken into consideration. First of all
it seems reasonable to believe that the level of usage might have an effect on the failure rate
of the device. One could also speculate in that the environment in which the ECG is used
might influence the risk of failures. Stressful working conditions for example in an emergency
department or an understaffed unit might lead to less careful handling of devices and therefore
more wear and more failures. Also the staff working with the device and their education,
experience, attitude and technical knowledge can have an impact on the failure rate. None of
this was accounted for though, and all devices, no matter where, how, how much and by
whom it was used was viewed upon in the same way. Therefore, the result of the thesis might
fit each device worse than if more factors would have been considered. The reason why more
factors were not considered in this thesis was partly due to lack of time and resources but
mostly due to lack of data. One way to take more factors into consideration would have been
to divide the devices into different groups depending on the usage time, department, hospital,
main users etc. and analyse these separately to evaluate if those factors affected the failure
rate. However, when doing this the number of devices in each group would be reduced, and
since the number of devices in Region Östergötland was limited, the amount of data in each
group would be very low, reducing the validity of the model. A solution to this problem then
would be to have a larger dataset, for example collecting maintenance data from all ECG
devices in Sweden. By doing this though another (geographical) variable is added. One can
say there is no universal solution, but it is a trade-off between how good the model fits the
reality and how exact the model fits the data.
Another issue was that the data available in Medusa was not always optimal for the analysis.
One such problem was that all maintenance intervals were not the same length, but ranged
from 158 to 1122 days. The different PM lengths meant difficulties analysing the effect of the
PM action, which was one of the goals of the thesis work (see section 1.2). If all PM actions
would have been performed on the same time it would have been easier to analyse the failure
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status before and after the PM action and from that evaluate what the effect of the PM action
was. As the data was arranged though, with varying PM interval lengths, this was difficult. An
attempt was made where it was found that 10 failures occurred the last 25 days before PM and
3 failures occurred the first 25 days after PM but the questions still remained if this meant that
the PM action reduced the number of failures by 70 %, by 7 failures, or down to a level of 3
failures. Also the number of failures was too small to give a reliable result. Therefore a
decision was made to not include an evidence-based PM action effect in the combined model
but to assume that the number of failures after each PM action was reduced to the same level
near 0, as it was when it was new. This should be a quite reasonable assumption since the PM,
if performed correctly, should reset the device to a state close to as good as new. However, if
not all non-durable parts are changed during PM, the risk of failure right after PM still exists
and that is why the failure rate could not be assumed to be exactly 0. Also, the failure rate
directly after PM in general should increase a little for each PM interval since the non-durable
parts which have not been changed get older and the risk of failures on these increases with
age. In the model used here, this is accounted for by the age factor. These assumptions are
based on the theories shown by Vasili et al. (2014), Khalaf et al. (2013) and Canfield (1986)
as described in Section 2.3.3.
A solution to these problems could be to in the future make sure that the maintenance
intervals are followed better so most devices undergo PM at regular basis according to the
planned schedule. In a future test it might also be interesting to divide all ECG into groups
with for example 12, 18 and 24 month intervals. If these intervals then are followed strictly,
both the advantage of all PM in the same group being performed at the same time and the
advantage of different PM intervals to evaluate would be met. This would be easy to do if it
was an experiment carried out in a laboratory environment. However, the data will be
collected from ECG devices used in a real hospital environment which makes these factors
harder to control. Therefore it has to be a level of acceptance that PM cannot always be
performed exactly when scheduled, even though the aim should be to perform it as regular as
possible.
In section 2.4.2 it is mentioned that the cost of maintenance consists of both direct and
indirect costs, but in this thesis only the direct costs from labour and materials are considered.
To include the indirect costs a more thorough analysis of the organisation and the
consequences of each failure have to be made. The indirect costs of ECG maintenance can be
assumed to be quite small though, for several reasons. First the consequences of the failures
would for most parts be quite light since they only result in the device not functioning as it
should, but without risk of direct harm for patient or user. Costs for injuries and hazard would
therefore be low. Extra indirect costs for ECG could appear if failures cause the device to
show the wrong ECG-curves though, leading to misdiagnosis of patients. This could be
serious and lead to wrong treatments and extra costs, but since these type of information is not
included in the maintenance record, deeper analysis has to be made to know if and to what
extent these type of failures occur and how much they costs (of course these type of failures
are of big interest for the safety analysis too). Also, the indirect costs of downtime could be
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important to include for equipment which is unique for the area, has a very tight schedule or is
used very much. For the ECG, these would be quite low since it is a common device and
there are several devices in the departments where it is used a lot. Therefore, the departments
usually handle the downtime of a device by using the other devices in the department (or
departments close by) without any major loss of “production”. If a device has to be taken
away for a longer time for service there are temporary replacement devices. This organisation
makes it reasonable to think the indirect costs for loss of care because of equipment downtime
is small and therefore the consequence of neglecting it in this thesis should not be considered
crucial.

5.4 Recommendations for future
The result showed that the optimal PM interval was different depending on which time
perspective was considered. A time perspective of 5, 10 and 15 years has an optimal interval
of 550, 450 and 360 days respectively. Since it seems as a longer PM interval is best for the
first years of a device and a shorter interval seems optimal when it grows older it would be of
interest to try PM intervals with planned variation. The PM intervals could be longer from the
start and then as the device gets older, the PM intervals would get shorter to match up with the
increasing failure rate. As a continuation to this thesis, simulations to try different
combinations on varying PM intervals could probably find combinations of PM interval
lengths which would give even lower maintenance costs than the constant PM intervals
considered here.
Yet another possible continuation on this thesis could be to use the cost model created in this
thesis to compare maintenance costs for old and new devices in order to make decisions on
whether to invest in a new device or not. For example, if a 10 year old device with a PM
interval of 450 days is assumed to be evaluated it can be seen in Figure 12 that at the time for
the analysis (after 10 years), 30 000 SEK has been spent on maintenance. If the device is kept
for another 5 years, at 15 years of age 80 000 have been spent on maintenance (as seen in
Figure 14). This gives a cost of 50 000 for the coming 5 years if the device is kept. If an
investment on a new device is made however, the cost of maintenance the coming 5 years for
this new device will be 12 000 SEK (as seen in Figure 13). An investment on a new device
will therefore give a reduced maintenance cost of 50 000 – 12 000 = 38 000 SEK compared to
the old device. This was just a brief example of how the model in this thesis can be used for
other future purposes, and if more effort were put into it that kind of analysis could be used to
decide at what age it would be profitable to invest in new equipment.
This thesis focused on a single case, the ECG devices in Region Östergötland, and therefore it
cannot be recommended that the specific result and the model developed in this thesis can be
used for other types of devices or in other regions. However the methodology used can be
applied on all different kinds of equipment both in health care and in other areas of
application to make evidence based evaluations of the relation between number of failures and
maintenance interval length. If the same steps with data collection, processing of data,
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regression analysis, model-combining and testing of different interval lengths would be done
for a different device, the same type of result would be had but with different numbers.
However, if there is a big amount of devices (or the number of failures of the device) the data
collection and processing can be very time consuming. In this thesis the number of devices
was not more than 136 and from a total of 1094 work orders, 200 relevant failures and 259
PM actions were extracted to process and analyse. Even for this relatively small amount of
data, it was quite time consuming to collect the data manually. In the future it would be
desirable if this could be more automatized. As suggested above, it would be desirable if the
person who performs the CM denote a failure cause code to the work order in Medusa which
would make it easier to find the relevant failure work orders. If there was a sorting or
searching function in the data base it would be even easier to find what you are looking for
and make the data collection faster.
As discussed before in this chapter, more studies would be necessary to perform before new
PM intervals could be implemented. To improve the analysis and remove some of the flaws
discussed here a future work should aim to have a bigger dataset with more devices. The
“quality” of the data is also important. For organizations interested in performing evaluation
of their maintenance it is therefore important to perform PM at strict regular basis and to
record causes of failures. Yet another important recommendation for the future is to perform a
risk analysis on different PM intervals. When all this has been performed, it could be relevant
to change the PM intervals in order to optimize the maintenance costs and save money in
health care.
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6. Conclusion
It was found from old PM- and failure-data, that the number of failures of ECG devices in
Region Östergötland is increasing with an exponential factor depending on both age and time
since last performed PM. Therefore, the cost of fixing failures (CM) increases for longer PM
intervals. Since the cost of PM is reduced for longer intervals though, the total maintenance
cost was found to be high for both very short and very long intervals, with a minimum in
between. An optimal total maintenance cost in a 10 years perspective was found for PM
interval lengths of about 450 days. In a 5 years perspective the optimal interval instead was
found to be 550 days, and in a 15 years perspective the lowest costs were given for a 360 days
interval. This indicates that longer intervals are better for new devices and shorter intervals
reduce costs for older devices. In the future the results found could be used to find even more
optimal intervals and to calculate when to replace a device. However there were also some
uncertainties in the process so before using the results, more research with bigger datasets and
more exact data should be done.
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Appendix A – ECG in Region Östergötland
Year of purchase
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
Earlier than 2011
Total

MAC 5500 HD
23
56
6
17
2
4
14
122

MAC 5500
0
0
0
0
0
0
14
14

Table A1 – Distribution of purchase year for MAC 5500 HD and MAC 5500
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Appendix B – PM protocol
Translated from the original Swedish version:
Issuing unit:

Name of document:

Medical technology Östergötland

Page no:

1(1)

Protocol MAC 5500 HD

Issuer (name)

User:

Date of version:

Version/Issue:

Niklas Gunnarsson
Rev. Lars Eriksson
Rev. Lars Eriksson

Produktgrupp Elmed

2007-06-21
2012-08-08
2014-04-01

2
3
4

 Control of delivery
 PM
 Service

MTA-no: ___________
Date: ______________
Accessories: __________ Name: ______________
Placing: ___________________________________

1 Required equipment for PM
Equipment:
MTA-no:
Electricity safety tester QA-90 or equivalent

ECG simulator
Other instrument for measurements
2

Exterior control
2.1
Cart, wheels (lubricate if needed)
2.2
Cables, leadwires and connectors
2.3
Labelling and etiquettes

P

F











3.

Cleaning
3.1
Keyboard
3.2
Screen
3.3
Thermohead









4.

Function control
4.1
Function control with ECG-simulator
4.2
Control settings
4.3
Test scanning of ID and name
4.4
Test sending ECG to MUSE











Built in tests (see p 5.8 in manual if needed)
5.1
Screen, audio, keyboard, writer





6.

Safety
6.1
Electricity safety test with QA-90 or equiv. (class 1 BF)





7.

Labelling
7.1
Label device with PM-control label





5.

Notes:

Device approved for clinical use
Date:



not approved

Name:
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Com.

Appendix C – Processed data
Days since
purchase
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100

Table C1 – Age-data

Failures
per device
per day
0,000909
0
0,000455
0,000455
0,001364
0,000455
0,001364
0,000909
0,000909
0,001364
0,002727
0,001818
0,000909
0,000455
0,000455
0,001818
0,001364
0
0,000909
0,001818
0,001818
0,001364
0,002273
0,003182
0,001364
0,005
0,001364
0,003636
0,004091
0,001818
0,001818

Days since
last PM

Number of
intervals

30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300
330
360
390
420
450
480
510
540
570
600
630
660
690
720
750
780
810
840
870
900
930
960
990

254
254
254
254
254
254
251
247
244
240
230
225
172
114
102
75
68
62
58
54
44
43
36
27
18
17
15
12
8
6
5
4
4

Failures per
device per
interval
0,000787
0,001444
0,002625
0,001706
0,001575
0,001837
0,001992
0,002429
0,001639
0,001389
0,001159
0,001333
0,000581
0,001754
0,002288
0,000889
0,00049
0,000538
0,002299
0
0,002273
0,002326
0,003704
0,007407
0
0,001961
0,002222
0
0
0,005556
0,006667
0
0,008333

Table C2 – Time since last PM-data
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Interval
number
Interval
length
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

182,5

365

547,5

730

912,5

1095

0,082622
0,090516
0,99164
0,10864
0,11902
0,13039
0,14285
0,1565
0,17145
0,18783
0,20577
0,22543
0,24697
0,27057
0,29642
0,32474
0,35577
0,38976
0,427
0,46779

0,23351
0,28026
0,33637
0,40372
0,48455
0,58156
0,698
0,83775
1,0055
1,2068

0,50906
0,66936
0,88013
1,1573
1,5217
2,0008
1,2068*

1,0123
1,4582
2,1006
3,0259
4,3589

1,9313
3,0478
4,8099
7,5908

3,6096
6,2407
10,7897
1,2068*

Total
*- Last interval not finished when age of 10 years reached.
Table C3 – Estimated number of failures for each PM interval, in a 10 year perspective.
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Appendix D –MATLAB-code
The following is the MATLAB 2014b code used to find and plot the equations for the best
fitted model of the data and for using the combined model to calculate the estimated number
of failures for different PM intervals and plot there costs. The details of the Curve Fitting is
not included since that is done using a graphical interface in a separate application of
MATLAB 2014b.
clc
%The data, divide by 100 to get it for each day
daysage= [100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 2900 3000
3100];
failuresage = [0.090909091 0 0.045454545 0.045454545 0.136363636
0.045454545 0.136363636 0.090909091 0.090909091 0.136363636 0.272727273
0.181818182 0.090909091 0.045454545 0.045454545 0.181818182 0.136363636 0
0.090909091 0.181818182 0.181818182 0.136363636 0.227272727 0.318181818
0.136363636 0.5 0.136363636 0.363636364 0.409090909 0.181818182
0.181818182];
failsAge = failuresage/100;
%Get values for the fitted model (fitted model is the result of using the
%curve fitting application)
fittedmodel
%Plot Age dependency
figure(1)
plot(fittedmodel, daysage, failsAge, 'o')
legend('Failures per day within 100 day period', 'Age effect:
y=0.0006exp(0.0005x)');
title('Age effect, first 9 years after purchase');
xlabel('Days since purchase');
ylabel('Failure per device per day');
%Data for time since last PM, divide by 30 to get it per day
daysPM = [30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 420 450 480 510
540 570 600 630 660 690 720 ];
failsPM1 = [0.023622047 0.043307087 0.078740157 0.051181102 0.047244094
0.05511811 0.059760956 0.072874494 0.049180328 0.041666667 0.034782609 0.04
0.01744186 0.052631579 0.068627451 0.026666667 0.014705882 0.016129032
0.068965517 0 0.068181818 0.069767442 0.111111111 0.222222222];
failsPM = failsPM1/30;
%Plot time since last PM dependency
figure(2)
plot(fittedmodel1, daysPM, failsPM, 'o')
legend('Failures per day within 30 day period', 'Age effect:
y=0.00032exp(0.0028x)+0.0007');
title('Effect of time since last PM');
xlabel('Days since last PM');
ylabel('Failure per day per PM interval');

%Total model -> number of failures
agelimit=10*365; %Lenght of analysis/max age - in days
for pmint=182.5:182.5:(3*365) %pmint is the PM interval
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age=0; %Starting age
numfailures=0; %Starting number of failures
while age<agelimit
fun=@(x)(0.00033*exp(0.0028*(x-age))).*(exp(0.0005*x)); %The
combined model
%Plot the combined model
figure(3)
fplot(fun,[age,(age+pmint)])
axis([0 3650 0 0.05]);
title('Number of failures prediction, 36 months interval');
xlabel('Days since purchase');
ylabel('Failures per device per day');
hold on
%Number of failures (aggregate up to time age+pmint), if last
%interval is longer than agelimit, only take failures up to
%agelimit
if age+pmint <= agelimit
newfailures=integral(fun,age,(age+pmint));
else
newfailures=integral(fun,age,agelimit);
end
%Visualize number of failures for each interval
numfailures = numfailures+newfailures;
e=['With PM interval ', num2str(pmint), ' the number of failures
are ' , num2str(newfailures), ' in the ', num2str(age/pmint+1), '
interval'];
disp(e);
age=age+pmint;
end
hold off
%Cost model
pmcost=1557*(365/pmint)*(agelimit/365);
cmcost=3093*numfailures;
totalcost = pmcost+cmcost;
%Plot costs for all PM intervals
figure(4)
scatter(pmint,pmcost,'+','b')
hold on
scatter(pmint,cmcost,'x','r')
scatter(pmint,totalcost,'o','g')
title('15 years aggregated costs for different PM intervals');
xlabel('PM interval lenght [Days]');
ylabel('Aggregate cost [SEK]');
end
hold off
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